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TOLL INTERNATIONAL & FORMVERSE LAUNCH PARTNERSHIP TO DELIVER POWERFUL NO-CODE
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT & WORKFLOW AUTOMATION TO GOVERNMENT
September 12, 2018
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Pleasanton CA, USA & New York NY, USA – Today, FORMVERSE, Inc. and Toll International LLC announced
an agreement that will enable Toll to distribute FORMVERSE’s patented no-code General Automation Platform (GAP). Toll International
will also provide Implementation, Project Management, and Application Development Services related to the FORMVERSE system.
Toll International is a privately held MWBE company based in New York that is focused on providing innovative products and consulting
services to government clients and not-for-profit agencies across the Northeastern United States. FORMVERSE provides its flagship
software to many of the world’s largest corporations and government agencies.
“It was an easy decision to partner with FORMVERSE! Their no-code General Automation Platform is a great fit and much needed solution for
our customers,” said Nure Aiza, President of Toll International. “FORMVERSE leverages the universal nature of email to enable our customers
to automate a broad range of business processes without the need to introduce new software applications. This is truly a powerful and unique
approach.” “Combine that capability with the ability to fully-integrate data into and out of our customer’s other enterprise applications and we
feel that it’s something that can help every one of our clients.”
Combining FORMVERSE’s software platform with Toll International’s Project Management and Consulting Services is a win-win for
clients. As a FORMVERSE Certified Partner, Toll can now provide solutions that help their clients increase productivity, efficiency and
accuracy in a fraction of the time and cost associated with legacy workflow solutions.
“We are excited to launch this partnership with Toll International. All government agencies need the kind of sophisticated functionality that
FORMVERSE provides, and we need experienced partners like Toll International to help those agencies get the most of our their FORMVERSE
implementations. Toll will provide the expertise that customers need to create unique and powerful solutions.” said Drake Deininger,
Executive Vice President of FORMVERSE in Pleasanton, CA.

ABOUT TOLL INTERNATIONAL, LLC- Toll International, is a certified MBE and DBE provider of Information Technology and Project
Control Systems Delivery was founded in 2005 and services public and not-for-profit agencies in the Northeastern United States. For
further information, please visit the Toll International website at www.tollintl.com

ABOUT FORMVERSE- FORMVERSE is an innovative technology company with offices in Silicon Valley and Canada. FORMVERSE is a
leading provider in the area of General Automation Platforms (GAPs), and clients include Fortune 500 companies and large government
agencies in the US, Canada and Asia-Pacific. FORMVERSE’s patented technology leverages a client’s existing Microsoft™ infrastructure,
transforming it into a powerful no-code, configurable workflow application building platform that seamlessly integrates with customer’s

existing enterprise applications (ERP, HR, CRM, Finance, etc.). For further information, please visit the FORMVERSE website at
www.formverse.com
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